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A one-dimensional model illustrating virtual-cathode formation in a novel
coaxial virtual-cathode oscillator
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A one-dimensional electrostatic sheet model of a coaxial geometry Virtual Cathode Oscillator

(VCO) is presented. The cathode is centrally located and connects to a peripherally located plate

electrode to form a resonant cavity, and is thus considered to be a novel design. Charge is modelled

as concentric sheets about the cathode whose absolute position and velocity are determined as a

function of time by solving the relativistic equations of motion. The model predicts the formation

of a virtual cathode between the grid and plate electrodes for the case of a space-charge limited cur-

rent. Setting the electron reflexing frequency (as a function of the grid potential) comparable with

the cavity resonant frequency is predicted to improve the efficiency of microwave emission.
VC 2014 AIP Publishing LLC. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4895500]

I. INTRODUCTION

The simulation of a relativistic coaxial geometry Virtual

Cathode Oscillator (VCO) with centrally located cathode

and peripherally located plate is presented. The coaxial VCO

(with cathode on the periphery) was originally developed as

a source of intense microwaves at Texas Technical

University by Crawford et al.1 and Jiang et al.2,3 and is an

extension of the planar electrode VCO. The VCO specifi-

cally exploits instabilities that result in a space-charge lim-

ited electron current in the manner first described by Birdsall

and Bridges.4 Amongst the earliest to exploit this phenom-

enon for the emission of microwaves were Granatstein

et al.,5 Mahaffey et al.,6 Brandt et al.,7 and Phelps8 in the

USA, and Didenko et al.9 and Zherlitsyn et al.,10 in the for-

mer Soviet Union. An introduction to the historical, theoreti-

cal, and practical aspects of VCO’s is provided by Sullivan

et al.,11 Thode,12 Hoeberling and Fazio,13 and Benford

et al.14 More recently, work upon the coaxial VCO has been

presented by Choi et al.,15 Luo et al.,16 and Biswas and

Kumar.17,18

Fig. 1 shows the simulated VCO. The arrangement

and purpose of the electrodes are similar to that of the an-

nular reflex klystron described by Wootton et al.,19 with

the exception that the cathode of the presented VCO con-

nects to the plate to form a resonant cavity. The electric

field within the cavity modulates the velocity of the space-

charge traversing the space in the manner described by

Fazio et al.20 The cathode is of the explosive emission

type similar to that described by Miller,21 Garate et al.,22

Schiffler et al.,23 and Prohaska and Fisher.24 Locating the

cathode at the centre results in electron emission at lower

cathode-grid potential due to higher electric field-strength

at the cathode surface (compared with a peripherally

located cathode). The grid electrode may comprise porous

mesh or foil.

II. THEORY OF OPERATION

With reference to Fig. 1, electrons (emitted from the

cathode) are accelerated towards the grid in the grid-cathode

electric field. Electrons that pass through the porous grid are

decelerated en route to the plate in the opposing grid-plate

electric field. Provided the grid-cathode potential is sufficient

to result in a space-charge limited current (that is to say the

electric field due to the electron flux dominates the field

within the cavity) then electrons will accumulate at a dis-

tance roughly equivalent to one grid-cathode gap beyond the

grid. The virtual cathode depresses the local grid-plate elec-

tric field such that subsequent electrons are caused to reflex

back and forth about the grid in the manner described by

Birdsall and Bridges.4

In an effort to maintain the plate and the cathode at the

same potential, a conduction current flows in the cavity wall

connecting the cathode to the plate. This conduction current

lags the space-charge current due to the cavity inductance.

Ergo, a time varying Radio Frequency (RF) potential devel-

ops between the plate and the cathode. This potential modu-

lates the velocity of space-charge in the cavity by dictating,

in part, the electric field between the grid and the plate

FIG. 1. A coaxial geometry VCO with centrally located cathode (radius rc)

peripherally located plate electrode (radius rp) and grid electrode (radius rg).

The cathode connects to the plate to form a resonant cavity.a)Electronic mail: gturner@csir.co.za
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electrodes (where the remainder is dictated by the space-

charge itself). If the cavity dimensions are adjusted such that

the cavity resonant frequency fo is comparable with the elec-

tron reflexing frequency fe, then the magnitude of the time

varying plate-cathode potential will grow, reinforcing the

movement of the space-charge by virtue of the modified cav-

ity field. The RF component of the cavity electric field is

extracted as a TM mode by means of a circular waveguide

attached to the plate electrode.

In the absence of significant space-charge and for

rg=rc � 1, the electric field across the grid-cathode gap is a

reasonably constant E ¼ Vgc=d, where Vgc is the grid-

cathode potential and d ¼ rg � rc is the gap dimension.

Equating the electrostatic force qeE upon an electron depart-

ing the cathode (at time t¼ 0 with velocity ve¼ 0) to the rate

of change of electron momentum pe ¼ meve with respect to

time, then

dve

dt
¼ qe

me

Vgc

d
m=s2
� �

; (1)

where me is the electron rest mass (9.11� 10�31 kg) and qe is

the electron charge (1.602� 10�19 C).

Equation (1) ignores (for the moment) any relativistic

increase in the mass of an electron traversing the gap.

Integrating Eq. (1) twice with respect to time while noting

that reð0Þ ¼ rc and ve ¼ dre=dt, then

re ¼ rc þ
qe

2me

Vgc

d
t2 m½ �: (2)

Equation (2) determines the radial position re of an electron

within the grid-cathode gap as a function of time t. Setting

re ¼ rg and rearranging Eq. (2), then

s ¼ d

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2me

qeVgc

s
s½ �; (3)

where s is the time taken by an electron to traverse the gap d.

Since the virtual cathode forms approximately the

same distance outside the grid as the grid-cathode gap,

then the time required to decelerate an electron to zero

velocity en route from the grid to the virtual cathode is

equivalent to the time s taken to accelerate an electron

from the cathode to the grid. Thus, in accordance with

Jiang et al.2 and Benford et al.,14 the electron reflexing

frequency fe is the inverse of the time required to traverse

the distance from the cathode to the virtual cathode, and

back. Hence,

fe ¼ 1=4s ¼ 1

4d

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
qeVgc

2me

r
Hz½ �: (4)

Equation (4) determines, to a first approximation, the fre-

quency of oscillation of electrons about the grid for the case

where the electric field is assumed uniform either side of the

grid. That is to say, the effect upon the electric field due to

the electrode profile and space-charge is ignored. As will be

shown, the assumption that the electric field is uniform

between the cathode, grid, and virtual cathode is not

unrealistic, and thus Eq. (4) may be put to some practical use

despite the elementary assumptions employed in its

derivation.

III. A ONE DIMENSIONAL ELECTROSTATIC MODEL

Fig. 2 shows a simple pulsed power supply connected to

a VCO. The pulsed power supply comprises capacitor Cs

(charged to voltage Vs), equivalent series resistance Rs, and

equivalent series inductance Ls. Cavity inductance Lpc con-

nects the plate to the cathode, while resistor Rpc loads the

cavity. At time t¼ 0, switch S is closed, connecting capacitor

Cs to the grid of the VCO, causing currents Ip and Ig to flow

in the plate and grid electrodes, respectively.

With reference to Fig. 2,

dIg

dt
¼ Vs � Vgc � RsIg

Ls
A=s½ �; (5)

dIL

dt
¼ �Vpc

Lpc
A=s½ �; (6)

dVs

dt
¼ � Ig

Cs
V=s½ �; (7)

and

IL ¼ Ip þ
Vpc

Rpc
A½ �; (8)

where Vpc and Vgc are the plate-cathode and grid-cathode

potentials, respectively. Equations (5) through (8) require

that Vpc and Vgc be determined by modelling the charge

residing both upon and between the electrodes. Space-charge

is assumed uniformly distributed within concentric sheets (of

negligible thickness) about the electrodes in a similar manner

to the work of Birdsall and Bridges.4 Each sheet contains

charge Qn, where the subscript n is the sheet index. Lines of

electric field are radially directed, perpendicular to the

sheets. Edge effects are ignored. Applying Gauss’s law to

the sheets

E rnð Þ ¼
1

2prnleo

Xi¼n

i¼1

Qi V=m½ �; (9)

where E(rn) is the electric field at the radius rn of the nth

sheet, l is the length of the electrodes, and eo is the electric

FIG. 2. A pulsed power supply connected to a VCO.
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permittivity of free-space (8.854� 10�12 F/m). Integrating

Eq. (9) across the grid-cathode and plate-cathode gaps,

Vgc ¼
1

2pleo
Qcln

rg

rc

� �
þ
Xi¼ng

i¼1

Qiln
rg

ri

� �� �2
4

3
5 V½ � (10)

and

Vpc¼
1

2pleo
Qcln

rp

rc

� �
þQgln

rp

rg

� �
þ
Xi¼np

i¼1

Qiln
rp

ri

� �� �2
4

3
5 V½ �;

(11)

where ng and np denote the last sheet before the grid and

plate, respectively. In the absence of space-charge, Eqs. (10)

and (11) reduce to

Vgc ¼
1

2pleo
Qcln

rg

rc

� �� �
V½ � (12)

and

Vpc ¼
1

2pleo
Qcln

rp

rc

� �
þ Qgln

rp

rg

� �" #
V½ �: (13)

Subtracting Eq. (12) from Eq. (13)

Vpg ¼
1

2pleo
Qc þ Qgð Þln

rp

rg

� �� �
V½ �; (14)

where Vpg is the plate-grid potential.

The capacitance of two electrodes separated by a dielec-

tric is defined as the ratio of charge accumulated upon the

electrodes to the potential difference measured between the

electrodes. Ergo,

Cgc ¼
Qc

Vgc
¼ 2pleo

ln rg=rc

	 
 F½ � (15)

is the capacitance of the grid-cathode electrodes, and

Cpg ¼
Qg þ Qc

Vpg
¼ 2pleo

ln rp=rg

	 
 F½ �; (16)

is the capacitance of the plate-grid electrodes.

Thus, in the absence of space-charge, Eqs. (10) and (11)

return the same result that would be returned if we were to

replace the VCO in the circuit of Fig. 2 with two concentric

coaxial capacitors. In the presence of space-charge, however,

Eqs. (10) and (11) account for both the charge upon the elec-

trodes (behaving as capacitors), as well as that between the

electrodes.

Cathode charge Qc, grid charge Qg, and plate charge Qp

are determined by simple conservation of charge flowing

into and out of the electrodes

Qc ¼ qce �
ð
ðIp þ IgÞdt ½C�; (17)

Qg ¼ qge þ
ð

Igdt ½C�; (18)

Qp ¼ qpe þ
ð

IL �
Vpc

Ro

� �
dt C½ �; (19)

where qce, qge, and qpe, are the charge of electrons exchanged

between cavity and the cathode, grid, and plate electrodes,

respectively. It is noteworthy that in the presence of space-

charge, Eqs. (17)–(19) do not necessarily sum to zero since

the charge entering the cavity (at the cathode) is not neces-

sarily the same as that leaving it (at any other electrode).

That is to say, charge may accumulate in the cavity, as is

indeed the case when the space-charge current limit is

exceeded.

Calculation of charges qce, qge, and qpe requires the

movement of charge over the cathode, grid, and plate boun-

daries be determined, for which the equations of motion

must be examined. As before, equating the electrostatic force

QnE upon the nth sheet of charge (due to electric field E(r) at

position r¼ rn) to the rate of change of momentum of the nth

sheet with respect to time,

QnE rnð Þ ¼
d

dt
mnvnð Þ ¼ mn

dvn

dt
þ vn

dmn

dt
N½ �; (20)

where vn is the radial velocity of the nth sheet at position

r¼ rn,

mn ¼
Qn

qe
� meffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

1� vn

c

� �2
s kg½ � (21)

is the relativistic mass of the nth sheet and c the speed of

light (2.998� 108 m/s).

Differentiating Eq. (21) with respect to time

dmn

dt
¼ Qnmevn

qec2 1� vn

c

� �2
 !3

2

� dvn

dt
kg=s½ �: (22)

Substituting Eqs. (21) and (22) into Eq. (20) and rearranging

we get

dvn

dt
¼ E rnð Þ

qe

me
1� vn

c

� �2
 !3

2

m=s2
� �

: (23)

Equation (23) determines the relativistic acceleration of the

nth sheet as a function of the electric field E(r) at position

r¼ rn and velocity v¼ vn, where

drn

dt
¼ vn m=s½ �: (24)

Equation (23) reduces to the non-relativistic case for vn� c.

IV. NUMERIC SOLUTION

Differential equations (5) through (7), (23), and (24)

were numerically integrated following a simple Euler
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method. The step-size was typically set no larger than

2� 10�13 s and data were harvested every 100th iteration in

order to compile graphs. Each variable, with the exception of

Vs, was initially set to zero since none of the electrodes, nor

the cavity, contain any charge at time t¼ 0. Equations (10)

and (11) were assessed as a function of Eqs. (17) through

(19) between iterations. The number of equations that must

be solved varies from iteration to iteration as charge is traded

between the electrodes and the cavity.

For the purpose of the presented model: Concentric

sheets of charge may occupy the same radial position,

regardless of velocity. Sheets may overtake each other

(due to disparate velocities). Sheets may also carry dispar-

ate quantities of charge. All space-charge is of electrons

only, while electrode charge may be either negative or

positive. Only the cathode may emit charge. If at time

tþ h a sheet is determined to have collided with either the

cathode or the plate, then the charge of that sheet is added

to the charge of the electrode and the sheet deleted from

the model. If at time tþ h a sheet is determined to have

crossed the grid (regardless of direction), then a fraction

of that charge (calculated according to the porosity of the

grid) is transferred to the charge of the grid, and the re-

mainder of the sheet allowed to continue onwards. For the

purposes of the presented model the grid was considered

to have a constant porosity regardless of electron energy,

although it is a simple matter to adjust the grid porosity as

a function of the kinetic energy of each sheet (as it inter-

sects the grid), as in the work of Biswas and Kumar for

their foil anode.17

Provided the electric field E(r) at the surface of the cath-

ode exceeds some predefined value (permitting explosive

emission of electrons), then cathode charge Qc is transferred

to sheet n¼ 1 and the index n of all other sheets incremented

by 1. A minimum electric field strength of 16 kV/cm was

chosen for a velvet cathode in accordance with the work of

Miller.21 If desired, an emission current limit may be

imposed upon the cathode by limiting the quantity of charge

that is transferred to each new sheet per iteration of the

model. Newly formed sheets are located on the boundary of

the cathode at r¼ rc and allocated an initial velocity of v¼ 0,

ready to be accelerated away during the next iteration of the

model.

V. RESULTS OF CALCULATIONS

Results of the model are presented for a coaxial VCO

with dimensions rc¼ 0.03 m, rg¼ 0.04 m, rp¼ 0.10 m, and

l¼ 0.053 m. Grid porosity was set to 70%. The pulsed power

supply of Fig. 2. comprised Cs¼ 100 nF, Rs¼ 0.5 X, and

Ls¼ 100 nH, with Vs(0)¼ 50 kV. The cavity was loaded with

Rpc¼ 50 X to represent the input impedance of a section of

circular waveguide with matched load. If desired, the load

may include (in series or parallel) a reactive component to

simulate the effect, for example, of an imperfectly matched

antenna, thus reflecting power (that would otherwise be radi-

ated) back into the cavity. Substituting the above values into

Eqs. (4), (15), and (16), we determine that fe¼ 1.66 GHz,

Cpg¼ 3.2 pF, and Cgc¼ 10.3 pF.

In a similar manner to Rieke’s treatment of the cavity

magnetron,25 the resonant frequency of the cavity

(formed between the plate and cathode electrodes) was

approximated as

fo ¼
1

2p
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
LpcCpc

p Hz½ �; (25)

where Lpc is, as before, the cavity inductance, and

Cpc ¼
1

Cpg
þ 1

Cgc

� ��1

F½ � (26)

is the cavity capacitance.

Substituting the result of Eqs. (15) and (16) into Eq.

(26), we determine that Cpc¼ 2.4 pF. Setting fo¼ fe and rear-

ranging Eq. (25), we determine that Lpc¼ 3.8 nH. Clearly, if

this value cannot be realized within the physical geometry of

the device then it is not possible to set the cavity resonant

frequency to match the electron reflexing frequency.

Alternatively, for a given set of electrodes (of pre-defined

dimensions), we may raise or lower the initial voltage to

which capacitor Cs is charged in an effort to match the elec-

tron reflexing frequency to the cavity resonant frequency,

provided of course the grid-cathode potential remains suffi-

cient to inject a space-charge limited current into the cavity.

Figs. 3(a) through 3(j) show successive phase-space dia-

grams, calculated using the above values, depicting the ve-

locity of the concentric charge sheets as a function of radial

position about the cathode, starting at the cathode and work-

ing out towards the plate electrode. A maximum electron ve-

locity of �0.4� c is indicated. It is noteworthy that

significantly higher electron velocities are predicted if a non-

relativistic model is employed.

Fig. 3(a) shows charge streaming out from the cathode,

arriving at the grid at time t¼ 1.19 ns. Fig. 3(b) indicates that

by t¼ 2.30 ns, the first charge has arrived at the plate.

Compared with the charge which preceded it, charge passing

through the grid is now decelerated more rapidly, slowing to

zero velocity at a distance roughly equivalent to the cathode-

grid gap outside of grid, causing charge to accumulate and

the virtual cathode to form. Fig. 3(c) indicates that by

t¼ 2.67 ns, charge that had previously decelerated to zero

velocity is now accelerated back towards the grid. A bifurca-

tion in the velocity profile, similar to that originally

described by Birdsall and Bridges,4 is now apparent.

Fig. 3(d) indicates that the first charge arrives back at the

cathode at t¼ 2.76 ns. Charge with three velocities can be

discerned between radial positions 0.04 m and 0.05 m.

Fig. 3(e) indicates that charge returning to the cathode is

decelerated to zero velocity and accelerated back to the grid

in Fig. 3(f), where the charge joins new charge emitted from

the cathode. Fig. 3(g) shows three separate streams of

charge: that emitted from the cathode; that which has trav-

ersed the grid; and that due to the bifurcation, returning from

part way between the grid and plate. Figs. 3(h) through 3(j)

show a further revolution of charge about the grid.

Figs. 4(a) through 4(j) show the calculated electric

potential across the cavity, corresponding to the phase-
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space diagrams of Figs. 3(a) through 3(j). The data of

Fig. 4 were determined by integrating the calculated elec-

tric field (Eq. (9)) from the cathode to the plate. Since the

cathode is grounded, the cathode potential is set to 0 V.

Fig. 4(a) is similar to that which one would expect for the

case of an empty cavity due to the limited flux of elec-

trons entering the space at this early time. Figs. 4(b)

through 4(j) clearly illustrate how the electric potential is

modified, compared with that of Fig. 4(a), due to the pres-

ence of charge in the cavity. Currents within the inductive

connection between the cathode and plate permit the plate

potential (indicated at the far right of each graph) to rise

and fall as charge traverses the cavity. The grid potential

is dictated by the voltage at the output of the pulsed

power supply which connects, as per Fig. 2, to the cathode

and grid electrodes.

FIG. 3. Successive phase-space dia-

grams depicting calculated sheet ve-

locity as a function of radial

displacement.
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The graphs of Fig. 4 indicate that from 2.4 ns onwards,

the electric potential outside of the grid is a mirror image of

that inside of the grid, indicating the presence of the virtual

cathode at a distance from the grid roughly equivalent to the

cathode-grid gap. Fig. 4 further indicates that the gradient of

the electric potential to the immediate inside and outside of

the grid (from cathode to virtual cathode) is reasonably con-

stant, indicating that the cathode-grid and grid-virtual-

cathode electric field are likewise reasonably constant, sug-

gesting that Eq. (4) is more useful than might initially be

assumed. This was confirmed while inspecting plots of the

electric field.

Results of the model, presented in Figs. 3 and 4 are,

unsurprisingly, similar to those presented by Sullivan

et al.,11 for a planar electrode VCO due to the commonality

of the virtual cathode. It is noteworthy that in the case of a

FIG. 4. Successive diagrams depicting

calculated electric potential as a func-

tion of radial displacement.
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planar VCO with resonant cavity, both the porous anode and

the opposite wall of the cavity are maintained at the same

mean potential, while in the case of the coaxial VCO pre-

sented here, the plate electrode connects to the cathode.

Electrons are thus repelled back to the grid not only when

the virtual cathode forms, but, in the absence of significant

space-charge, by the plate electrode itself. In this regard, the

presented VCO is similar to the annular reflex klystron oscil-

lator of Wooten et al.,19 which specifically includes a reflec-
tor electrode designed to return electrons to the cavity. It

may, therefore, be more accurate to describe the particular

coaxial VCO presented here as a relativistic version of

Wooten’s annular reflex klystron.

Fig. 5 shows the calculated grid and plate potentials

over a period of 25 ns for the case of the electrodes specified

above and the cavity inductance Lpc¼ 10 nH, where the cav-

ity inductance was chosen specifically such that fe 6¼ fo in

order that the VCO operates outside of resonance. Fig. 5

indicates the onset of oscillation at a grid potential of

�40 kV, �2.5 ns after power is applied to the VCO. The grid

is raised to a mean DC potential of 50 kV due to source ca-

pacitor Cs, �5 ns after switch S is closed. A glance at the

plate potential suggests microwave output at multiple

frequencies.

An estimation of the power spectral density of the data

of Fig. 5 is shown in Fig. 6. The primary (strongest) oscilla-

tion at 1.71 GHz correlates well with fe¼ 1.66 GHz predicted

by Eq. (4). The secondary (next strongest) oscillation at

1.23 GHz correlates well with fo¼ 1.17 GHz predicted by

Eq. (25). The remaining oscillations are all due to the inter-

modulation of the primary and secondary oscillations and

whose respective locations are in close agreement with

ðm� feÞ þ ðn� foÞ ½Hz�; (27)

where m and n are integers in the range [�1…�3,�2,

�1,0,1,2,3,…1].

In the manner of Fig. 6, the presented model was

observed to predict the frequency of the two strongest oscil-

lations in accordance with Eqs. (4) and (25) for various

electrode dimensions and operating voltages input to the

model, provided the cavity inductance Lpc was chosen such

that fe 6¼ fo. For any given set of electrode dimensions and

single operating potential input to the model, the two domi-

nant oscillations were observed to move closer to each other

as the cavity inductance was adjusted, such that the cavity

resonant frequency fo approached the electron frequency fe.
However, at such point as the two merged, the frequency of

the resultant single oscillation would increase by a factor of

1.2. The exact cause of this is not known but is suspected to

be due to the sympathetic action of the grid potential upon

electrons reflexing about the grid, in much the same way as

the plate potential acts upon the virtual cathode.

Fig. 7 shows the calculated grid and plate potentials over

a period of 25 ns for the case of the same dimension electro-

des as Fig. 5, but with Lpc¼ 3.8 nH such that fe ¼ fo, that is

to say, the VCO is operated in resonance.

An estimation of the power spectral density of the data

of Fig. 7 between 10 ns and 25 ns, determined following the

periodogram method, is shown in Fig. 8. As anticipated, a

single peak is visible, indicating oscillation at a single fre-

quency, as would be expected of a microwave tube operated

at resonance. As described above, however, the frequency of

FIG. 5. Calculated grid potential Vg (upper) and plate potential Vp (lower) as

a function of time. Vs(0)¼ 50 kV and Lpc¼ 10 nH.

FIG. 6. Estimated power spectral density. Lpc¼ 10 nH and Vs(0)¼ 50 kV.

FIG. 7. Grid potential Vg (upper) and plate potential Vp (lower) as a function

of time. Vs(0)¼ 50 kV and Lpc¼ 3.8 nH.
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the single oscillation has risen to �2 GHz, which is a

factor of 1.2 greater than the value of 1.66 GHz predicted by

Eq. (4).

VI. EFFICIENCY

The presented model may be usefully employed to pre-

dict the efficiency of the VCO (both in and out of resonance)

by comparing the average input power Pin(av) with the aver-

age output power Pout(av), where

Pin avð Þ ¼
1

T

ðT
o

VgcIgdt W½ � (28)

and

Pout avð Þ ¼
1

T

ðT
o

V2
pc

Rpc
dt W½ �: (29)

The duration T over which this average was determined was

typically set to �4 ns to encompass at least 4 to 5 oscilla-

tions, and the model set to simulate at least 100 ns of opera-

tion. Equations (28) and (29) were implemented repeatedly

(cycling every T seconds) in order to determine a running

average.

With Vs(0)¼ 50 kV and Lo¼ 3.8 nH, Pin(av) and Pout(av)

settled (after the initial onset of oscillation) to values of

45 MW and 15 MW, respectively, indicating a predicted con-

version efficiency of �33% at resonance. At a mean grid

potential of 50 kV, the VCO has a predicted input impedance

of �55 X, determined by dividing the mean grid potential by

the grid current. The input impedance is real over the time

frame of interest, during which time the grid potential and

grid current both remain reasonably constant. With

Lpc¼ 10 nH (marginally out of resonance), Pin(av) and Pout(av)

dropped to 44 MW and 11 MW, respectively, indicating a

reduced conversion efficiency of �25%. With the plate dis-

connected from the cathode (significantly out of resonance)

Pin(av) and Pout(av) dropped to 41 MW and 4 MW, respec-

tively, indicating a significantly reduced conversion effi-

ciency of only �10%. The model thus serves to illustrate

that the maximum conversion efficiency is achieved, as

would be expected, when the VCO is operated in resonance.

Calculated values are similar to the values quoted by

Didenko for his VCO.9

VII. CONCLUSIONS

A one-dimensional electrostatic model of a relativistic

coaxial geometry VCO with centrally located cathode and

peripherally located plate has been presented. The model

predicts the formation and movement of a virtual cathode for

a space-charge limited current of electrons through the cav-

ity. A Fourier transform of the plate-cathode potential indi-

cates oscillation at frequencies in reasonable agreement with

those predicted by Eqs. (4) and (25), provided the VCO is

operated out of resonance. As resonance is approached, the

model predicts that the frequency of the single resultant os-

cillation will increase by a factor of 1.2. The model further

predicts the enhanced emission of microwave radiation when

operated at resonance, with a transfer efficiency of �33%

considered to be possible provided an acceptable impedance

match can be achieved between the VCO and the attached

waveguide.

One distinct disadvantage of the presented model is that

it is electrostatic only, and not electromagnetic. Ergo, the

model is not expected to predict the precise behavior of the

presented VCO, but is still considered a useful tool for

understanding the mechanism of virtual cathode formation

and the reflexing of electrons about the grid. Greater accu-

racy, at the expense of model run-time, is anticipated for the

case of a fully electromagnetic model, with which it would

be possible to discard the cavity inductance and load in

favour of a model able to predict the magnetic flux coupled

to the inter-electrode space as a function of the electrode and

wave-guide geometry, as well as examine the propagation of

the resultant EM wave down a finite length of waveguide. A

fully electromagnetic model is under consideration as a

future advancement of the presented work.
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